Easi-Fit
Variable Contour and
Cylindrical Tourniquet Cuffs
Unique Easi-Fit design and
patented features provide:
Personalized limb-shape matching
Easy, consistent cuff application


 uperior limb protection matched
S
to each Easi-Fit cuff

Specialty Tourniquet Company

Contour cuff shape in combination

Extended ports allow
pneumatic connections to
be made away from the
patient’s limb with
positive locking
connectors.

Offset
port design
takes the guesswork
out of port location,
allows the ports
to be positioned in
the desired location
prior to securing
the cuff around
the limb.

with a unique variable fastener allows
a superior fit along both proximal and
distal edges of the cuff.

Variable fastener allows the
cuff to conform to a wide range
of limb shapes for uniform
transfer of cuff pressure across
the entire cuff width to help
lower limb occlusion pressure.

Application handle
makes cuff application more
consistent, opens to make
cuff removal faster and helps
maintain the cuff in a stable
position on the limb.
No annoying tie ribbons.

Secondary fastener for
enhanced stability and ease
of application. (Underside of
cuff near variable fastener.)

Easi-Fit

CUFF APPLICATION IS
AS EASY AS 1, 2, 3
1 	Grasp the application handle

Variable Contour and
Cylindrical Tourniquet Cuffs

and position the
ports on the limb
at the desired
location

Available in 5 standard lengths to
accommodate a variety of limb sizes:
18”, 24”, 34”, 44” and 52”
for larger patients.

2 	Slide the

ORDERING INFORMATION EASI-FIT CUFFS AND MATCHING LIMB PROTECTION SLEEVES (MLPS)
SINGLE PORT

DUAL PORT

9-7500-018

9-7600-018

18” Easi-Fit Variable Contour

MLPS
9-7920-018

9-7500-024

9-7600-024

24” Easi-Fit Variable Contour

9-7920-024

9-7500-034

9-7600-034

34” Easi-Fit Variable Contour

9-7920-034

9-7500-044

9-7600-044

44” Easi-Fit Variable Cylindrical

9-7920-044

9-7500-052

9-7600-052

52” Easi-Fit Variable Cylindrical

9-7920-052

CONTACT INFORMATION
P: 800-933-3022 +604-742-0600 F: +604-742-3800 E: info@delfimedical.com
A: Suite 106–1099 West 8th Avenue, Vancouver, B.C., Canada, V6H 1C3

securing
strap under
the handle

3 	Tension the cuff for a
snug application
and secure
the strap
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